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Tool geometry:
the two Rs 
BY ROBERT CHAPLIN

Many elements make up a cutting
tool’s geometry. Two key ones

are rake and relief. 
The rake, or top face, is the area of

the cutting tool that contacts the chip.
The rake angle is the angle between the
top cutting surface of a tool and a plane

perpendicular to the surface of the
workpiece. 

Relief, or clearance, refers to a space
behind the cutting edge. This clearance
prevents the tool from rubbing the
workpiece. Relief angle is a measure of
the clearance between the surface
below the cutting edge and a plane per-
pendicular to the rake face.

Rakes can be negative, positive or
neutral. A negative rake produces the
strongest cutting edge, demands the
highest amount of force to create a chip
and generates a short, thick chip with
high heat.

Negative-rake tools are recom-
mended for roughing, interrupted cuts
and “skin milling,” where the surface
material is hard or abrasive and chemi-
cally active. Because of a negative
rake’s tendency to generate BUE,
which can cause galling on the surface,
it is seldom used for finishing. 

A positive rake directs the chip away

from the workpiece surface, producing
a thin chip with less heat-carrying 
capability, requires less force to create
a chip and has a large shear-plane
angle. Positive-rake tools can be ap-
plied to ferrous materials, as well as
difficult-to-machine materials such as
stainless steel, and are recommended
for applications requiring fine surface
finishes.

A neutral, or zero, rake gives a tool
characteristics that fall between a neg-
ative and a positive rake. A neutral rake

has less strength than a negative rake,
but more than a positive rake. The chip
is directed neither upward nor down-
ward, but, in general, parallel to the
workpiece surface.

Choosing the correct relief is equally
important to the success of an applica-
tion. Too small a relief angle when cut-
ting a soft, abrasive material com-
presses the back of the cutting edge.
This causes premature tool wear. In-
creasing the relief angle relieves this
condition. Conversely, if the material is
hard and tough, a higher relief angle
may cause chipping, due to insufficient
support given to the back of the cutting
edge. Decreasing the relief angle re-
lieves this condition.
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